
Meeting Minutes 

 

Topic:   R2T4 Calculation 

Date:    February 28, 2017 

Time:    10:00am 

Presenter: Jennifer Donn 

Attendees: Barrie Fox, Veronica Wood, Jeannie Lavertu,  Janet Cosher, Mette Hansen 

On Phone:  Mary Cauley 

 

Jennifer Donn presented slides on the R2T4 process here at PBSC. The goal here is to get more folks 

on board with assisting in this process as it needs to be completed in a timely manner. At this moment, 

Jennifer has been doing most of the work – with some assistance from Janet. 

 

Presentation Entitled:  Return to Title IV Process 

Jennifer sent out the email with slideshow attachment.  

Jennifer went through the various steps including – including Access needed to perform the functions, 

Code table systems, the report created the file to add students, step by step description on how to 

(including calculations), and finally, the follow up mailing (mail merge). 

Concerns:  Janet asked some general questions regarding the process. Mary (remote IT consultant 

from Jacksonville) – also had some questions about the process and storing of the information – the 

excel workbook where the R2T4 info is stored is ‘missing’ some of the students– despite being coded 

‘00’ (not yet reviewed). Mary and Barrie stated they would take a look at that and see why that may be 

and how this can be fixed. 

The lengthy process itself was questioned and Mary suggested she would take a look at whether the 

whole process through Port can be changed so that the entire process is faster and more efficient – 

we are still doing student by student in the process. 

Jennifer pointed out that the calendar must be accurate before beginning the process and it must be 

added to FAA Access.  She also stated that the days in the Spring Break must be included. 

 



A question was raised to differentiate between an official withdrawal (O) and an unofficial withdrawal 

(N).   

O: Officially withdrew from the class on a particular date before the end of the term and received a 

W grade. 

N: Did not officially withdraw and received an F grade. 

 

The sequence of steps required prior to running the R2T4 calculation report was reviewed.  Various 

reports need to be worked including the POEC error report, the 60% report, the loans only report 

and the R2T4 new students added.  After the calculations are completed, the letters to students are 

run using the mail merge feature. 

Jennifer praised for her efforts and hard work on this as it is time consuming and must be done with 

precision. 

Length of Meeting was roughly 1 hour. 

  


